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editor’s letter

FOLLOW SGR ONLINE
Dana Richens 
Editor-In-Chief
editor@sgrlaw.com

BLOG: sgrlaw.com/blog

TWITTER: twitter.com/sgrlaw

LINKEDIN: linkedin.com/companies/27889

Welcome to the Winter 2010/2011 edition of Trust the Leaders.

In this issue, we consider the many legal challenges associated with the burgeoning 

use of social media. Information is communicated, shared and accessed today in vastly 

more sophisticated ways than it was just five years ago. Indeed, recent product and 

service launches have caused pundits to question whether even the venerable yet  

relatively young institution of e-mail might soon be rendered obsolete.  

(As part of a recent product launch, Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg said  

that young people find e-mail to be too much of a “cognitive load.”)

Today, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and literally hundreds of other social media  

Web sites and applications can do everything from helping your company  

promote the launch of an exciting new product to letting you know  

when your best friend has gone to your favorite bar without you.

But with these new vehicles for enriched information use and sharing come a  

host of legal considerations. Some are variations on traditional legal questions, such  

as when does a blog post constitute copyright infringement? Others come with an entirely  

new vernacular (who had heard of “blogging” or “sexting” five years ago?) and  

have created something of a legal frontier. We have designed this issue to provide  

an overview of some of these issues as you consider how best to integrate  
social media into your business, as well as into your personal life.

Please accept our best wishes for a peaceful holiday season and a happy, healthy  

and prosperous New Year.

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Joyce Klemmer p. 10
Joyce highlights the important  
issues when publishing and  
sharing information online.

Matt Clarke p. 16
With the advent of community- 
based Web sites, the line between 
public and private information is 
continually being redefined. 

Brett Lockwood p. 21
Brett explains how businesses can 
operate within the law as they  
market their brands, goods and 
services using social media.  



Want to hear us tweet?
As part of Smith, Gambrell & Russell’s commitment to providing you with timely and relevant information for your personal 
or business needs, we have launched two blogs – Estate Planning and Wealth Protection, and Environmental and 
Sustainability Law. 

The blogs are part of our client-focused social media initiative, which also includes communications via Twitter and 
LinkedIn.

To stay up-to-date on the business and legal trends you’re interested in, you can follow us at:

sgrlaw.com/blog
twitter.com/sgrlaw
linkedin.com/companies/27889

Atlanta
Frankfurt

Jacksonville
New York

Washington, D.C.
www.sgrlaw.com
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Jane Haverty, head of SGR’s pro bono services and chair of Saint Joseph’s  
Mercy Care Services (SJMCS), recently cut the ribbon at the dedication of the 
SJMCS Rawson Haverty Campus, the expanded and renovated downtown  
Atlanta clinic that provides health care and related social services to the  
poor, homeless, disenfranchised and immigrant communities. 

The facility is named in honor and memory of Jane’s father, who served as 
chair of Saint Joseph’s Hospital and Saint Joseph’s Health System for many years, and who helped 
the Sisters of Mercy form and fund Saint Joseph’s Mercy Foundation and Mercy Care Services, 
through which the Sisters have carried on their mission to serve the poor in Atlanta for more than 
100 years. The Most Reverend Wilton D. Gregory, the Archbishop of the Catholic Archdiocese of 
Atlanta, attended the dedication and gave  
the blessing over the new facility.

local dignitaries gathered with the haverty 
family for the dedication of the sjmcs rawson 

haverty campus. from left to right: lisa 
haverty, dr. rhodes haverty, ben haverty, sgr’s 

jane haverty, betty haverty (mrs. alex w.) smith, 
mrs. rawson haverty, sr., rawson haverty, jr., 
liz haverty, most reverend wilton d. gregory, 

kwanza hall (councilman, city of atlanta), lisa 
borders (president, grady health foundation).

Scott Cahalan  
teaches a graduate-
level course in design 
and construction law 
at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology.  

The course focuses on contract  
formation, claims, and the legal  
interpretation of design and construction 
contracts.  Scott will also teach  
an undergraduate level course in  
construction law at Georgia Tech  
this spring, which will cover the  
basic legal principles that apply to  
the construction process.

Scott is a partner in SGR’s Construc-
tion and Sustainability Practices, which 
include a focus on design, construction 
and green-building law.

LEGAL BRIEFS
THE LATEST NEWS FROM OUR OFFICES

SGR ATTORNEYS MAKING HEADLINES

Jonathan Minnen recently returned 
from a week-long conference in 
Israel, where he was a guest of the 
Israeli Foreign Ministry.  

The invitation-only conference was 

attended by 150 attorneys representing 

30 countries, who explored the topic  

of legal challenges in Israeli policy and advocacy in the  

international arena. Meetings were held with senior  

government officials and leaders from the Israeli legal  

community, including the Israeli Supreme Court.

Jonathan is head of SGR’s Corporate Department  

and its Israel Practice. He also volunteers substantial time  

to the American-Israel Chamber of Commerce for the 

southeastern United States, serving as Secretary and  

a member of the Executive Committee.

ISRAELI POLICY IN PERSON
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David Fox is now certified as  

an arbitrator by ARIAS•U.S., the 

leading insurance and reinsurance 

association in the United States.

CERTIFIED ARBITRATOR
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Larry Colton, head of SGR’s Intellectual  
Property Practice, also serves on the 
Advisory Board of the Intellectual 
Property Society (IPS) at Emory  
University School of Law.  

The Society cultivates interest in  
the field of intellectual property.  
The Advisory Board facilitates engage-
ment between the intellectual property 

practicing community 
and IPS members, and 
also provides input to  
the IPS membership on 
the latest developments 
in intellectual property 
law and employment.

LITIGATION SUCCESS
A selection of recent successes by SGR attorneys

Pat Hill and Colin Thakkar of SGR’s Labor and Employment Practice recently  
won the dismissals of federal lawsuits in Illinois and Florida.  

In the Illinois case, a former employee sued an SGR client and his union, attempt-
ing to enforce an arbitration award that he claimed mandated his reinstatement 
with back pay. SGR argued that its client was entitled to negotiate with the union 
over the proper enforcement of the arbitration award and that the union was not 
required to pursue the employee’s enforcement demands if such action negatively 
affected other union members. The federal court agreed with SGR, dismissing the 
lawsuit and also requiring the plaintiff to pay the client’s litigation costs.

In the Florida action, a former employee sued an SGR client for age  
discrimination while insinuating harassment and discrimination based on  
his national origin. The plaintiff claimed he had been demoted and then termi-
nated by the company for unlawful reasons. However, the company provided  
evidence that, while it did change the plaintiff’s job title during his employment, 
his duties, salary and benefits stayed the same. The company maintained that  
it laid off the plaintiff in a reduction in force and that the plaintiff held the only 
expendable position. The court dismissed the lawsuit, finding that although  
the plaintiff was the oldest employee in the department, he failed to rebut the 
company’s legitimate reasons for laying him off.

The Eleventh Circuit Court  
of Appeals recently affirmed 
a judgment obtained by Dana 
Richens and Billy Hearnburg on 
behalf of a Hong Kong-based 
battery manufacturer.  

An Atlanta federal district judge 
had granted summary judgment 
to the client on its claim for more 
than $1.2 million in merchandise 
for which the defendants had not 
made payment. The defendants 
asserted counterclaims totaling 
$8.8 million, claiming the plaintiff 
and its U.S. affiliate had agreed 
to permit the defendants to pay 
down its debt through a joint 
venture arrangement. 

ELEVENTH CIRCUIT  
AFFIRMS JUDGMENT IN 
FAVOR OF SGR CLIENTSGR OBTAINS DISMISSAL OF EMPLOYMENT CASES

Lisa Branch, a 
partner in SGR’s 
Litigation Practice, 
recently spoke on 
the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act and 

restricted-party screening before the 
Financial Executives International’s 
Committee on Corporate Reporting 
in Dallas, Texas.  

Lisa’s governmental affairs practice 
includes homeland security issues  
and regulatory advocacy, compliance  
and enforcement matters. She is also  
a member of SGR’s Customs and  
International Trade Compliance Team. 

SGR ATTORNEYS MAKING HEADLINES

LEGAL BRIEFS
THE LATEST NEWS FROM OUR OFFICES



SGR environmental attorneys Andy Thompson and Steve O’Day 
achieved victory for SGR’s client, Alcoa, in a large toxic tort lawsuit.   
The case was first filed in 2004 and, after the plaintiffs’ efforts at class  
certification were defeated, the case was limited to 12 plaintiffs alleging 
that they developed beryllium sensitization and chronic beryllium  
disease as a result of alleged exposures during the manufacture of  
military aircraft at Lockheed Martin in Marietta, Ga.

The plaintiffs offered the testimony of an industrial hygienist to  
attempt to establish causation and exposure to the defendants’ products. 
SGR moved to exclude the testimony of the industrial hygienist as  
scientifically unreliable under the prevailing standard for admissibility 
of expert testimony, and also moved for summary judgment because the 
plaintiffs were unable to present credible evidence that their illnesses 
were caused by exposure to the products of Alcoa and the other defendants.

The federal district court in Atlanta granted SGR’s motion to exclude the testimony  
and, absent valid and admissible expert testimony as to causation, granted SGR’s  
motion for summary judgment, and dismissed the plaintiffs’ claims against Alcoa and  
the other defendants. In addition, the court concluded that the plaintiffs’ employer  
is a sophisticated user of beryllium and thus dismissed plaintiffs’ claims of breach of  
the duty to warn plaintiffs of the dangers of beryllium usage.

SGR OBTAINS DISMISSAL OF TOXIC TORT LAWSUITThe district court granted  
summary judgment to the plain-
tiff on the debt and also found 
that no agreement on a joint 
venture or debt reduction arrange-
ment had ever been reached, and 
ruled that no evidence of any such 
alleged arrangement could be in-
troduced at trial.  The defendants 
thus were unable to proceed to 
trial on their counterclaims.

After briefing and oral  
argument, the Eleventh Circuit 
upheld the district court’s rulings.

SGR ATTORNEYS MAKING HEADLINES

GERMAN WIND ENERGY COMING TO THE USA
Florian Stamm is the only U.S. lawyer featured in 

the German Wind Energy Association’s Wind Energy 

Market Yearbook 2010/11. The yearbook, now in its 

20th edition, is a leading international resource for wind  

turbine manufacturers, suppliers and service providers. 

Florian also speaks regularly on the topic of wind en-

ergy investments in the United States at the Association’s 

seminars. “German wind energy companies are among 

the most innovative in the world and have made signifi-

cant investments in the United States,” Florian says. 

Florian has also been appointed to serve as a legal 

counsel of the Swiss Confederation. Effective as of  

September 1, 2010, he represents the interests of the 

Swiss government in the southeastern United States. 

For more information on Florian’s practice, see p. 26.
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Suzannah Sundby, a partner in SGR’s Intellectual Property  
Practice, was an invited practice leader/speaker for the  
Master Class portion of American Conference Institute’s  
12th Advanced Forum on Biotech Patents held  
November 30 – December 1, 2010, in Boston, Mass.  

Suzannah is a registered patent attorney specializing  
in patent preparation and prosecution for biotech inventions  

spanning a diverse array of technolo-
gies including biochemistry, molecular 
biology, pharmaceuticals, microfluidics, 
diagnostics, medical devices and nano-
technology. Her practice involves patent 
preparation and prosecution, licensing, 
opinion work, client counseling and  
litigation. 

American Conference Institute pro-
vides business intelligence to senior deci-
sion makers as they respond to challenges 
spanning various industries around 
the world. Its Forum brings together a 
high-caliber team of experienced biotech 
patent counsel who share their collective 
knowledge and provide attendees with 
the most up-to-date strategies for protect-
ing biotech-based intellectual property.
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CATHOLIC BOARD

SGR litigation partner Tim Bumann recently presented  

on agroterrorism at the Army Corps of Engineers  

Security Managers’ Conference. Tim is a captain serving  

as an antiterrorism officer with the Georgia National  

Guard Provost Marshal Office. 

Tim also represents manufacturers of a wide variety of products in 

both regulatory and litigation matters throughout North America.  

He recently won a major victory for SGR client Amadeo Rossi, S.A. in federal court 

in the Eastern District of Louisiana. The plaintiff sued Rossi, claiming a double-barreled  

shotgun was defective and fired when it fell, shooting the plaintiff in the leg. 

The leg had to be amputated as a result of the injury. On summary judgment, the  

district court found that there was no evidence of a defect in the shotgun, and  

the ruling was affirmed by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.

SGR ATTORNEYS MAKING HEADLINES

LEGAL BRIEFS
THE LATEST NEWS FROM OUR OFFICES

CATHOLIC BOARD

Mark de  
St. Aubin, 
a partner 
in SGR’s 
Construction 
Law Practice, 
has been 
elected to serve a three-year 
term as a member of the  
Board of Catholic Charities 
Atlanta (CCA).   
    CCA serves the area  
comprising the Archdiocese  
of Atlanta by providing the  
following services, among  
others: family counseling, 
refugee resettlement,  
immigration, crisis pregnancy 
and adult literacy. 
    Mark is also active in  
other Catholic organizations, 
including the Pastoral Council 
for the Cathedral of Christ  
the King, the Facilities Advisory 
Board for the Atlanta  
Archdiocese, and St. Ignatius 
Jesuit Retreat Center.



SGR attorneys recently advised Gerdau 

Ameristeel in its acquisition of TAMCO  

for $165 million in cash from Ameron 

International, Tokyo Steel and Mitsui  

& Co. (U.S.A.). 

The transaction is expected to close fourth 

quarter of 2010. Jay Schwartz was lead trans-

action counsel for SGR. Other SGR team mem-

bers included Julie Sebastian, corporate/M&A; 

David Santi, tax; Andy Fawbush and Lisa 

Carrasco, employee benefits; Matt Clarke, 

labor and employment; Phillip Hoover, envi-

ronmental; and Tom Hong, antitrust.

Gerdau Ameristeel is the second largest 

mini-mill steel producer in North America, with 

annual manufacturing capacity of approxi-

mately 10 million metric tons of mill-finished 

steel products. Through its network of mini-

mills, scrap recycling facilities and downstream 

operations, Gerdau Ameristeel’s products are 

sold throughout the United States and Canada 

to steel service centers, steel fabricators, or 

directly to original equipment manufactur-

ers for use in a variety of industries, including 

non-residential, infrastructure, commercial, 

industrial and residential construction, metal 

building, manufacturing, automotive, mining, 

cellular and electrical transmission and equip-

ment manufacturing. 

Gerdau Ameristeel is a wholly owned subsid-

iary of Gerdau S.A., while TAMCO is a mini-mill 

steel producer of reinforcing steel bar based  

in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. It is the only  

California-based steel producer of long prod-

ucts and serves markets primarily in California, 

Arizona and Nevada. The acquisition expands 

Gerdau’s North American network of  

mini-mills into the western United States.

GIRL SCOUTS HONOR
Kristen Lewis  
has been elected 
Chairman of the  
Board of Directors  
of Girl Scouts of 
Greater Atlanta, Inc.  

“Her six years of service on the Board, 
her extraordinary business acumen and 
her lifelong commitment to Girl Scouting 
make Kristen a perfect choice to lead 
the Movement into its centennial,” said 
Marilyn Midyette, CEO of Girl Scouts of 
Greater Atlanta, in announcing  
Kristen’s election.

Kristen is Counsel in SGR’s Trusts & 
Estates Practice, and has extensive expe-
rience in trust and estate planning and 
administration, wealth protection, guard-
ianships, fiduciary matters, special needs 
trusts, and charitable giving techniques.

Girl Scouts of Greater Atlanta, Inc.  
is a premier leadership development 
organization for girls, serving over  
41,000 girls with almost  
18,000 adult members 
in 34 counties in the 
greater metropolitan 
Atlanta area, north-
west Georgia and 
Polk County, Tenn.

Marcie Ernst and David Burge were selected to serve as delegates to the 104th Council of the 
Episcopal Diocese of Atlanta, which met this fall at the Cathedral of St. Philip in Atlanta, Ga.  
The Diocesan Council meets annually and is the primary governing body of the Episcopal Diocese  
of Atlanta.  This is Marcie’s second year to serve as a Council delegate representing Holy Innocents’ 
Episcopal Church in Sandy Springs. David represents the Cathedral of St. Philip. Both parishes 
are part of the North Atlanta Convocation. 

ANOTHER “STEEL” FOR SGR LAWYERS

DELEGATES TO THE EPISCOPAL DIOCESE

SGR ATTORNEYS MAKING HEADLINES
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An interconnected world  

presents exciting new marketing 

and communication opportunities  

for businesses, as well as a whole 

new legal landscape to navigate.

BY JOYCE KLEMMER

Social Media and the Law

In 2006, Time magazine named its Person of the 
Year – You.  The main coverline read, “Yes, You.  
You control the Information Age. Welcome to your 
world.”  The author of the cover story,  Lev Gross-
man, wrote that the big story then was “the cosmic 
compendium of knowledge Wikipedia and the 
million-channel people’s network YouTube and  
the online metropolis MySpace. … The new Web is  
a very different thing.  It’s a tool for bringing 
together the small contributions of millions of 
people and making them matter.”

In the four years since, businesses continue to be 
amazed at how Web-based technologies are turn-
ing communication into interactive dialogs and 
how user-generated content has the ability to affect 
sales, brand loyalty and the company’s reputation. 

Social media is fundamentally changing the way 
individuals and companies interact. For example, 
SGR communicates with its clients and others 
through two active blogs and a Twitter account. 

In this special issue dedicated to the subject, our 
attorneys look at social media from a legal perspec-
tive and explain the impact it can have in many 
areas of your business, including human resources,  
employment law, copyright issues and marketing. 

    MEDIA:
SOCIAL

BY JOYCE KLEMMER
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Social media is a generic description of Web-
based technologies that allow the creation 
and exchange of conversations and content. 

Its growth in the past five years has been nothing 
less than explosive. There are are currently more 
than 450 online social networking platforms. 

Some sites, such as Linkedin, target businesses 
and business professionals; platforms such as  
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are directed  
toward the general population; while other  
“community” sites may have a particular focus, 

PUTTING THE  
PIECES TOGETHER

such as green living, consumer products,  
automobiles, social activism, travel or music. 

Through these online channels and forums, 
consumers are posting commentary about your 
company, your products, your customer service 
and even your personnel. These postings could 
be good, bad or indifferent, but however you 
characterize them, you can be sure that someone, 
somewhere, is reading them.  

The principal advantage of using social media 
to promote your business is the ability to inex-
pensively initiate and maintain real-time conver-
sations with your customers. At the same time, 
the content you create – if engaging and relevant 
enough – has the potential to be shared, viewed  
or read by millions of people.  

Blogs – a combination of the term “web” and 
“logs” – are also an effective social media tool. 
Most blogs are interactive, allowing visitors  
to leave comments and messages. Like the more 
community-based social media platforms, blogs 
can be personal, corporate or organizational;  
they can focus on specific subjects and they  
can include video and photography. 

Social media is here to stay and businesses  
will continue to explore ways of using it to pro-
mote themselves. But if you’re thinking that you 
can simply use your “old” marketing methods in 
this “new” environment, you need to think again. 
Nowadays, consumers have far greater control – 
they decide if, when, how and where they interact 
with your company or brand. And when it comes 
to making a purchase decision, consumers will  
not only reach out to your corporate Web site, 
Facebook page or blog for information, but also  
to the rest of the online world for opinions  
and reviews from other users. 

With all that in mind, what are some of  
the legal issues facing businesses that embark  
on a social media strategy? 

Twitter
microblogging 
service that 
allows users to 
send and read  
messages of up to 
140 characters. 
posts are known 
as “tweets.”
twitter.com

KEY SOCIAL  
MEDIA PLAYERS

More than 450 social  

media platforms now exist  

globally online. Here are  

12 of the most popular.

Facebook
social network-
ing platform that  
enables users to 
build communi-
ties and share 
content. in excess 
of 500 million  
users worldwide.
facebook.com

LinkedIn
business-oriented 
social network 
designed for  
professional  
and business 
networking.  
some 80 million  
registered users.
linkedin.com

Delicious
social bookmark-
ing service for 
storing, sharing 
and discovering 
web bookmarks.
delicious.com

s
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competitors and unauthorized persons from regis-
tering a company’s tradename, thereby preventing 
imposters from squatting on the company’s trade-
mark or even impersonating the company. 

Many social network sites, such as Twitter,  
have a name-squatting policy, which allows 
reporting of impersonation or trademark infringe-
ment. However, Twitter will not release an inactive 
or squatted user name except in cases of trade-
mark infringement. Therefore, without a  
federally registered trademark or service mark,  
the only effective protection is to register a  
tradename as a user name.

TRADEMARK ISSUES
A trademark owner that disputes another’s  
registration of a domain name that incorporates 
its trademark can avail itself of the dispute  
resolution procedures of the domain name  
registry, which, generally speaking, favor the  
owner of the federally registered trademark.  
However, in the event of a user name dispute,  

PROTECTING USER NAMES ON  
SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES
Just as Web site domain names were snapped  
up in the 1990s, user names for social media  
purposes are quickly being registered today.  
Social networking sites have both personal pages,  
controlled by individuals, and branded pages,  
operated by businesses to promote their goods 
and services, such as twitter.com/sgrlaw. On a 
branded page, a company typically has a brief  
information section about the company, a place 
where others can post comments or questions, 
and a series of tabs that the company can use to 
post photos, upcoming events and product videos.

It is also common to see companies linking  
their Facebook page to their main Web page, 
where customers can shop for products and  
services, find stores, learn about special offers  
and buy goods. Many companies now also list 
their social networking addresses on their  
business cards and marketing materials.

USER NAME SQUATTING
Generally, there is no cost associated with register-
ing a user name. Consequently, a business should 
register its name on social networking sites to avoid 
user name squatting. Registration can prevent 

Social media is not a fad. It is here  
to stay, and businesses will continue 

to explore ways of using social  
media to market themselves.
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These situations – name squatting and  
unauthorized use of trademarks – can be avoided.  
Register user names that incorporate your trade-
names, trademarks and all obvious variations that 
mean the same or sound the same. Even if you do 
not use these registered user names, you can avoid 
the problem of unauthorized use by others.  
When selecting a new brand, in addition to making 
application for a federal registration, register associ-
ated domain names, user names and vanity URLs 
with selected social networking Web sites. 

COPYRIGHT CONCERNS
A copyright is a property right that protects against 
the copying of “original works of authorship fixed in 
any tangible medium of expression.” These works 
can include literary, pictorial, graphic and other 
audiovisual works and sound recordings. But for 
works created in the United States, the works must 
be registered with the U.S. Copyright Office for such 
rights to be enforced.  

When you post such a work on a social networking 
Web site, the date of posting constitutes the “publica-
tion” date of the work. The publication date is impor-
tant because it starts the running of a three-month 
clock for the assessment of statutory damages. 

Under copyright law, recovery for infringement 
can be based on either actual damages or statutory 
damages. In many cases, actual damages are very 
difficult to determine – how do you quantify  
damages when someone takes and uses  
your photographs, videos, music or copies of your  
promotional content? Alternatively, statutory 
damages, in an amount between $750 and $30,000 
per infringement, and an award of attorney’s fees 
are available, but only if the work is registered  
before infringement begins or within a three-
month period from the date of publication.  

If you want to register your works of authorship, 
first ask yourself whether procuring protection is 
worth the cost and effort. Consult with counsel about 

a trademark owner’s recourse is to the  
social network operator. If the social network  
operator takes no action, the final option may  
be litigation.  

Facebook, Twitter and MySpace all offer “vanity 
URLs” to their users. This means that virtually any 
user of social media can create a relatively short 
sub-domain portion of the URL – for example, 
www.facebook.com/[TRADEMARK] – that points  
to a branded Web page.

However, there is little to prevent an unauthor-
ized use of someone’s trademark as the essential 
portion of a vanity URL. In addition, virtually any 
user can upload images, such as logos.

If the page is owned and controlled by the brand 
owner, there is no problem. But what if the page 
is owned by someone else? In such a case, the 
branded page may point to an online store for 
purchasing inferior or counterfeit products,  
or perhaps a Web site that discusses a  
competitor’s products. In that situation, sending  
a conventional cease-and-desist letter may be  
appropriate, followed by litigation if necessary.  

But what if the social networking user that 
adopts your trademark is actually a fan of you or 
your product, service, team or organization?   
Although the brand owner may want to control the 
unauthorized use of its brand, sending the conven-
tional cease-and-desist letter could backfire.  The 
owner of the social network page could take offense 
at being threatened with litigation, post the letter 
online and start an anti-brand owner campaign.  

In situations where the brand owner’s trade-
mark is being used, but the use is not authorized, 
the brand owner could consider permitting 
continued use of the trademark but in a controlled 
fashion. The trademark owner could require the 
owner of the page to include a disclaimer that  
it is not affiliated or associated with the brand  
owner, or it could require that a hyperlink to the 
Web page of the trademark owner be provided.  

YouTube
video-sharing 
web site where 
users can upload, 
share and view 
videos. some 14 
billion videos 
viewed since 
february 2005.
youtube.com

Digg
social news web 
site where users 
submit stories and 
links. originally 
designed with 
a voting system 
that highlighted 
popular posts.
digg.com

StumbleUpon
a discovery  
engine that  
finds the best 
of the web, and 
personalizes it 
to each user’s 
unique tastes  
and interests.
stumbleupon.com

Tumblr
a microblogging 
platform that 
allows users to 
post text, images, 
videos, links and 
audio to their 
tumblelog, a 
short-form blog.
tumblr.coms

KEY SOCIAL  
MEDIA PLAYERS
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what you want to protect and cost-effective  
ways to do it.  

In addition to protecting your copyrightable 
works, care should be taken not to infringe the 
copyrights of others by employees posting content 
to your social networking site. The doctrine of “fair 
use” is a defense to an allegation of copyright in-
fringement, but many of your employees may not 
fully understand the defense. Fair use may only be 
asserted when a copy of a protected work is made 
“for purposes of criticism, comment, news report-
ing, teaching, scholarship, or research.” 

In determining whether the use is a fair use, 
the purpose and character of the use, including 
whether it is for a commercial purpose, the  
nature of the copyrighted work, the amount and 
substantiality of the portion used in relation  
to the copyrighted work as a whole and the effect  
of the use upon a potential market for, or value  
of, the copyrighted work will be balanced. 

Unfortunately, that balancing occurs in the 

context of litigation. Instruct the employees  
posting content for you not to copy the authorship 
of others without getting permission or, at the 
very least, giving attribution.

PUBLISHER’S LIABILITY ISSUES
If your business uses social media as part of its 
promotional activities, you should also be aware of 
publishing liability concerns, which are addressed 
more fully in Brett Lockwood’s article (p. 21).

PROTECTING YOUR REPUTATION
A company can use social media for many  
purposes – to generate leads, to launch new  
products, to build a better reputation for its goods 
or services, to conduct research and to service  
its customers. To do so effectively, the company 
needs to authorize specific people to speak on  
its behalf and to constantly monitor its online 
presence to ensure that what is being said by  
and about the company is fair and accurate.  n 

Location-based services
The rapid adoption of GPS-enabled 

smartphones – as evidenced by the 

growing sales numbers for iPhone 

and Android devices – has enabled 

the development of several location-

centric tools. Foursquare (foursquare.

com) and Facebook Places  

(facebook.com) both encourage 

users to share their current location 

with their friends. Foursquare goes 

beyond the simple check-in to award 

points and “mayorships” of loca-

tions, which in turn are being used 

by businesses to encourage repeat 

business. With mobile software like 

RunKeeper (runkeeper.com) or Nike+ 

(nikeplus.com), users can map their 

running or cycling route in real-time, 

and can then share that information 

with their friends. Early fears that 

users would resist sharing location 

information out of privacy concerns 

appear to have been unfounded.

Games to enhance learning  
and productivity
At our lab, we’ve been talking for 

quite a while about the concept of 

“productive play” – the idea that les-

sons learned from game design can 

be applied to a variety of contexts 

that we don’t normally associ-

ate with “play.” We applied these 

concepts very successfully with our 

city-wide game Picture the Impos-

sible last year. Forward-thinking 

Social media tools now permeate our personal and professional lives. At 

the Lab for Social Computing at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) 

(labforsocialcomputing.net), faculty and students from a range of academic 

disciplines have been studying these technologies since 2004 – and have  

begun to identify key characteristics of successful systems, as well as emerg-

ing trends. Here’s a short list of influential emerging social technologies:

Joyce Klemmer        
A partner in SGR’s  
Intellectual Property 
Practice, Joyce focuses 
on copyright, patent, 
trade secret and trade-
mark litigation.

jklemmer@sgrlaw.com

EMERGING  
TRENDS IN  

SOCIAL  
COMPUTING

BY DR. ELIZABETH LAWLEY
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THE SGR PERSPECTIVE
The legal issues arising in the digital 

world – trademark infringement, 

copyright concerns, publishing 

concerns with respect to print media 

and the law of advertising – are 

the same issues businesses have 

always faced. Basically, anything you 

couldn’t do before the Internet,  

you cannot do now. Armed with that 

knowledge, venture confidently into 

social media and take advantage 

of the exciting opportunities it 

provides. 

companies like Area/Code in NYC 

(areacodeinc.com) design games 

that address social issues, from 

community disaster prepared-

ness to risky behavior in children.  

Game designers like Jane  

McGonigal (avantgame.com) 

speak regularly about how game 

mechanics can be applied to every-

day life. Her new book, Reality 

is Broken: Why Games Make Us 

Happy and How They Can Help Us 

Change the World, will be pub-

lished by Penguin in January 2011.  

A new generation of gamers 

is poised to enter the work force, 

and businesses can better recruit 

and retain this new work force by 

designing work environments and 

systems that make work environ-

ments playful rather than painful. 

 

Social objects and spaces
GPS-enabled devices have made 

our movements through the 

physical world more immediately 

social and shared, but sensor and 

radio frequency identification 

(RFID) technologies are allowing us 

to make the objects we use and 

spaces we inhabit more inherently 

social. These objects are beginning 

to form what’s been referred to  

as an “Internet of Things.” 

From the Withings wifi-enabled 

scale that allows us to share our 

weight loss progress (withings.

com), to offices that adjust  

automatically to the users’  

behaviors, we expect to see more 

physical and tangible interfaces 

being used to facilitate social 

interactions.  

Dr. Elizabeth Lawley is the  

Interactive Games 

and Media  

Department Di-

rector at the RIT  

Lab for Social 

Computing.  

Reddit
social news web 
site where users 
submit links to 
online content 
or submit their 
own posts. users 
vote posted items 
“up” or “down.”
reddit.com

KEY SOCIAL  
MEDIA PLAYERS

Flickr 
image- and video-
hosting web site 
and online  
community used  
by personal and 
corporate users. 
some five billion 
images hosted. 
flickr.com

WordPress
a blog content- 
management  
system that  
provides  
customizable  
design templates 
and publishing/
editing tools. 
wordpress.com

Dopplr
social network-
ing site where 
users can create 
travel itineraries 
and identify  
correlations with 
their contacts’ 
travel plans.
dopplr.com



Welcome to  
employment law in the 

age of social media.

You are in charge  
of human resources  
at your company.

This week, you  
find out that:

SCENARIO 1

An applicant for a delivery driver  
position has pictures on his Facebook 
page of himself passed out drunk in  
a gutter on Bourbon Street.
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SCENARIO 3

Remember the maxim “You are what you publish.” Once things  
are posted in the digital world, they potentially exist forever.  
What you post online can become discoverable in a lawsuit.  
It can get you fired, or it can keep you from getting your dream 
job. If you wouldn’t be comfortable with your grandmother  
seeing it, maybe you shouldn’t post it at all. BY MATT CLARKE

SCENARIO 2

Your marketing director posts on  
Twitter that her boss has been  
acting like he wants to be “more  
than just friends.”

One of your salesmen has been  
“sexting” and sending other  
inappropriate text messages on  
his company-issued cell phone.



SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 1

An applicant for a delivery driver position 
has pictures on his Facebook page of  
himself passed out drunk in a gutter on 
Bourbon Street.

Your marketing director 
posts on Twitter that  
her boss has been acting 
like he wants to be “more 
than just friends.”

Human resources departments are increas-
ingly using social media as a research tool 
to gather information for important  

staffing decisions, such as hiring new talent and 
terminating employment. When assessing  
potential job candidates, employers often look 
online to see if there is anything that may  
shed further insight on candidates. 

Sometimes it becomes prudent for an employer 
to look at an employee’s postings on public social 
media sites after the employer learns of inappro-
priate content posted online. On occasion, social 
postings can result in employees, quite deservedly, 
losing their jobs. For example:

l  A Massachusetts school teacher was forced to 
resign after describing students as “germ bags” 
and their parents as “snobby” and “arrogant” on 
her Facebook page.

l  At Virgin Atlantic Airlines, 13 employees were fired 
after crew members ridiculed passengers online.

l  A stadium worker for the Philadelphia Eagles 
was fired after making an obscenity-filled post 
expressing his displeasure with his employer’s 
failure to re-sign a star player.

Studies show that most recruiters check candidates’ online profiles in deciding whether to proceed 

further with the interview process. There are currently no federal laws expressly prohibiting an  

employer from “Googling” the name of a job applicant, though employers should be aware that 

some states have laws that could impact an employer’s ability to make job decisions based on an 

employee’s lawful, off-duty conduct, such as smoking or affiliating with a political party. 

In this scenario, a human  

resources manager could  

potentially become upset that 

an employee is airing dirty 

laundry about her employer 

and might be tempted to take 

disciplinary action. However, a 

court could view the employ-

ee’s post as a form of protected 

expression regarding perceived 

workplace harassment, and any 

discipline against the employee 

could possibly be viewed as 

unlawful retaliation.

In this type of circumstance, 

the employer might be better 

served reminding the employee 

of the “proper” channels for 

reporting harassment within 

the company and then  

conducting a separate inves-

tigation into the underlying 

actions of the employee’s boss.
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SCENARIO 3

THINGS AN EMPLOYER FINDS ONLINE 
COULD ALSO CAUSE “ISSUES”
If an employer conducts an online search to find 
out more about a job applicant or an employee, 
what happens if that search leads to the  
discovery of information the searcher did not  
otherwise know, would not otherwise want to 
know, or just plain shouldn’t know? If an adverse  
employment decision is based on protected class  
information learned through social media, it may 
violate laws prohibiting discrimination.  
For example, if an employer learns about a  
candidate’s religion, sexual orientation or medical 
condition through social media and then, based 
on that information, decides to terminate or  
not hire the individual, the employer may have 

violated anti-discrimination laws. Governmental 
employers also face increased scrutiny of their 
monitoring of employees’ online communications 
since public employees, unlike at-will employees 
who work in private industry, may have certain 
First Amendment protections in the content  
of their online communications.

Additionally, the National Labor Relations Board 
recently filed a complaint against a Connecticut 
employer that fired an employee after she posted 
comments critical of her supervisor on her personal 
Facebook page. The complaint alleges that the 
employer’s policies and practices unfairly interfered 
with the employee’s federally protected rights to 
discuss working conditions – the rules of which 
apply to unionized and non-unionized employers. 

One of your salesmen has been “sexting” on his company-issued cell phone.

In June 2010, in the case of City of Ontario 

v. Quon, the U.S. Supreme Court assessed 

whether a California police department vio-

lated its employee’s right of privacy by reading 

private, sexually explicit text messages sent by 

the employee on a department-issued pager.  

After the employer conducted an audit of 

the employee’s text usage and discovered his 

extensive personal and inappropriate usage of 

the employer-owned pager, the employee filed 

a lawsuit claiming that his right of privacy had 

been invaded. The Supreme Court ruled that 

the employer’s search of the text messages 

was justified by a legitimate, work-related 

purpose because the employer had the right 

to monitor excess usage to control costs.  

Many employers hoped the Supreme 

Court’s decision in Quon would provide a 

detailed discussion of employers’ rights to 

monitor electronic communications, but the 

Court declined to provide a detailed discus-

sion, stating, “A broad holding concerning 

employees’ privacy expectations vis-à-vis 

employer-provided technological equipment 

might have implications for future cases that 

cannot be predicted.”

The Court declined to define broad  

standards because “[r]apid changes in the 

dynamics of communication and information 

transmission are evident not just in  

the technology itself but in what society  

accepts as proper behavior. … At present, it  

is uncertain how workplace norms, and  

the law’s treatment of them, will evolve.”   

Despite the limited scope of its ruling, the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Quon is instructive 

in several ways. The Court observed that an 

employer’s written electronic communications 

policies matter and will be considered. As the 

Court observed, “employer policies concern-

ing communications will of course shape the 

reasonable expectations of their employees, 

especially to the extent that such policies are 

clearly communicated.” This observation is 

also instructive in the social media context, 

and employers are wise to ensure that:  

(1) they have written policies that specifically 

address expectations regarding employee elec-

tronic communications; and (2) such policies 

are clearly communicated to employees.

s
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CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING  
A SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
Most employers have an Internet-usage policy  
in their employee handbook. Typically, such policies 
dictate what employees may view on the Inter-
net while using a company computer.  However, 
there is a distinction between employees passively 
viewing materials from the Internet as opposed to 
posting materials to the Internet. Most companies’ 
Internet usage policies do not typically address  
the implications of things that employees may 
post on social networking sites.  

Once an employer designs and implements  
a social media policy, it is imperative that such 
policy be clearly communicated to all affected  
employees and that proper training be conducted.  
Managers, supervisors and employees must be 
educated on the implications and discoverability 
of online postings so that their use of social media 
does not undermine legal positions in a pending  
or future lawsuit against the company.  

At the same time, managers and employees 
must be educated about the implications of 
discussing work-related issues online and realize 

that certain postings may come back to haunt the 
employees and the company for which they work.

IMPORTANT COMPONENTS TO INCLUDE 
IN A CORPORATE SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY 
l  Inform employees they have no reasonable  

expectation of privacy in any technology  
provided by the company.

l  Warn employees that the company will not  
tolerate postings that: 1. Reference proprietary 
and confidential information; or 2. Include any  
discriminatory statements or sexual innuendo  
regarding co-workers.

l  Explain to employees that they are expected to 
comport themselves professionally both on and 
off duty and refrain from online activity that 
could negatively impact the company’s  
reputation or standing.

l  Management has a right to view materials posted 
by or about employees on social media sites. 

 
For further guidance on implementing a  
social media policy, please consult with  
your employment law counsel.  n

30,000,000,000 
(yes, that’s 30 billion!)

The estimated number of pieces  

of content (Web links, news 

stories, blog posts, notes,  

photo albums, etc.) shared  

on Facebook each month.

5,000,000,000
The number of photos  
hosted online by Flickr.

190,000,000  

  Registered users on Twitter.

ASTONISHING WEB 2.0 STATS AND FACTS

15,000,000
Estimated monthly users  

visiting Digg.com.

The annual  

percentage  

growth of Twitter users between 

February 2008 and February 2009.

1,382

450 
Estimated number of social 

media platforms worldwide. 
130 The number of 

friends an average Facebook 

user lists on their profile.

37 The percentage of 

Twitter users who 

use their phone to tweet.

The percentage of  

total Internet traffic  

that flows to Facebook.

28
The number of words on 

Google’s main home page.

34  The number of  

different languages available 

with the YouTube interface.

7

SOCIAL MEDIA BY THE NUMBERS

SOURCE: SOCIALNOMICS.NET / WIKIPEDIA.ORG
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Social media vastly expands the ability of 
businesses to connect, collaborate and 
communicate and, ultimately, to compete.  

While social media built upon so-called Web 2.0 
technologies – such as community forums, blogs, 
vlogs, wikis, podcasts, video and audio file sharing, 
widgets, crowd sourcing and geolocation tools, 
to name just a few – carry great promise for new 
ways of facilitating business, the use of such 
media also poses a special set of legal risks about 
which businesses should have a greater aware-
ness as they utilize these technologies. 
 
The legal risks may be usefully grouped into  
a few overlapping categories:  

l Intellectual property issues 
l Employment-related issues
l Marketing activity concerns   

The first two categories are addressed in greater 
detail elsewhere in this issue of Trust the Leaders, 

so this feature focuses on the key legal matters 
within the last category. Because social media tools 
utilize multiple technologies and lend themselves 
particularly well to creative marketing-related 
activities, there is an acute concentration of legal 
issues involved with using social media, several  
of which are addressed below.

CONTRACTUAL CONCERNS
Contractual terms are everywhere within the 
social media landscape and, while these terms 
generally are benign, occasionally such terms  
can have significant bite. Contractual provisions 
will usually surface in the form of terms of use, 
privacy policies or community use guidelines, 
among others, and these contracts may be  
implemented by a traditional licensing  
agreement or services contract for use of  
the application or, more commonly, through  
an online click-wrap agreement.  

SOCIAL MEDIA  
MARKETING 
 The 411 on Legal Risk and Liability

BY BRETT LOCKWOOD

s
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For many organizations, terms such as these may 
be regarded as a fair trade-off for access to a useful 
online tool, but for others these terms may present 
significant obstacles that preclude use of a par-
ticular social media application. While it is occa-
sionally possible to negotiate around difficult legal 
terms for online applications, because such terms 
are typically not negotiable and numerous cases 
have upheld the enforceability of online terms so 
long as basic requisites are followed, a review of 
relevant contract terms should be part of the  
cost/benefit analysis for use of a given application.

COMPLIANCE OBLIGATIONS
Compliance-related concerns pose some of the  
biggest challenges with social media activities. 
By their nature, compliance obligations require a 
company to do – or not do – specific things to avoid 
running afoul of a legal obligation imposed by an 
applicable statute or regulation. Some of the more 
pressing marketing-related compliance issues a 
company may encounter are noted below.

THE FTC ACT
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has long 
scrutinized business practices within its broad 
mandate to regulate “unfair and deceptive trade 
practices.” Since the advent of the Internet, the FTC 
has been keenly focused on curtailing deceptive 
practices, even if unintentional, by businesses 
engaged in online commerce.  While businesses 
should always ensure that their online advertise-
ments are truthfully conveyed, a business with 
a social media presence should take particular 
note of the FTC’s recent efforts concerning online 
privacy, security and advertising. 

With respect to privacy, the rules – so far – with-
in the United States are generally straightforward.  
Aside from certain regulated industries, such as 
health care and banking, there generally is no  
obligation to maintain a privacy policy for online 
activity. However, most savvy users of Web sites, 

Although social media tools are deployed in 
many organizations so as to allow widespread,  
decentralized access, agreeing to overall usage 
terms on behalf of an organization should be 
reserved to a specific point of contact or function 
within that organization. Otherwise, a company 
may find itself unknowingly or inappropriately 
bound to terms that commit it to obligations or 
the granting of rights that the company may later 
regret. Consider, for example, some customary  
provisions found in the online terms of a few 
widely used social media applications:
 
From LinkedIn Privacy Policy:
“To increase the effectiveness of ad delivery,  
we may include a file, called a web beacon,  
from an ad network within pages served by  
LinkedIn. The web beacon allows the ad network 
to provide anonymized, aggregated auditing,  
research and reporting for advertisers. Web  
beacons also enable the ad networks to serve  
ads to you when you visit other websites.”   

From Facebook Privacy Policy:
“Information sent to ‘everyone’ is publicly  
available information, just like your name,  
profile picture, and connections. … The default  
privacy setting for certain types of information  
you post on Facebook is set to ‘everyone.’ ” 

From YouTube Terms of Service:
“Although YouTube will not be liable for your losses 
caused by any unauthorized use of your account, 
you may be liable for the losses of YouTube or  
others due to such unauthorized use.”
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STATE DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY LAWS
Although the FTC is the most prominent author-
ity on online privacy and data security matters, 
because the U.S. does not have a nationwide data 
privacy and security law, states have stepped  
in with various local laws to address related 
concerns.  Virtually every state has a data-breach 
notification law, which requires notice to  
individuals whose personal information has  
been compromised in a data breach. 

Beyond this, some states now impose affirma-
tive security obligations prior to a breach incident. 
The most notable of these, because of their scope 
and the population of the states, are in California 
and Massachusetts. California law requires promi-
nent posting of an online privacy policy. Massa-
chusetts adopted a law, effective at the first of this 
year, that requires all businesses collecting and 
maintaining covered personal data – including 
with social media – on Massachusetts residents  
to implement a security policy satisfying  
minimum standards or risk penalties and  
enforcement actions.   

 
E-MAIL AND TEXT COMMUNICATIONS
The interactive nature of social media tools  
in most cases includes multiple communication 
elements. Frequently, e-mail and mobile device 
text-messaging capabilities are integrated  
into a company’s interactions with customers  
and prospects when using such tools. 

Two federal statutes dealing with electronic 
communications, the Controlling the Assault  
of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act 
(CAN-SPAM) and the Telephone Consumer  
Protection Act (TCPA), require particular atten-
tion with social media use, especially if there is 
no pre-existing relationship between sender and 
recipient, or if the recipient has not affirmatively 
opted to receive e-mail or text messages.   

CAN-SPAM applies to e-mails and requires, 
among other things, that a sender must provide 

and, by extension, users of social media applica-
tions accessible from Web sites, expect some basic 
privacy protections and an online privacy policy 
will suffice for this purpose. 

The FTC’s view is that if a policy is held out to  
the public, the site or applications operator is  
accountable for any failures to comply with its stat-
ed commitments. Earlier this year the micro-blog 
site, Twitter, entered into a settlement agreement 
with the FTC following the agency’s investigation 
of Twitter’s failure to fully comply with its online 
privacy and security commitments. Among other 
things, Twitter agreed to allow periodic audits of its 
online security procedures over the next 10 years. 

The FTC has also expressed concerns over  
intrusive online privacy and security practices. 
Starting in 2007, the FTC issued and later  
updated the Self-Regulatory Principles for Online 
Behavioral Advertising, which encouraged compa-
nies engaged in “behavioral advertising” activities, 
such as tracking a user’s online movement from 
site to site, to follow a set of optional heightened 
privacy and security practices. However, the FTC 
has more recently expressed the view that self 
regulation is insufficient. As a result, it is likely  
only a matter of time before mandatory privacy 
and security regulations on the federal level  
are adopted by the FTC or Congress.

Another development is the FTC’s update in 
2009 of its Guides Concerning the Use of Endorse-
ments and Testimonials in Advertising (last updated 
in 1980), principally to address concerns over 
deceptive online endorsement practices, including 
by bloggers. Of particular note is the disclosure 
requirement of any material connections between 
the endorser and the seller of a product or  
service “that might materially affect the weight  
or credibility of the endorsement (i.e., the connec-
tion is not reasonably expected by the audience).”  
Thus, a company using a blog or third-party blog-
gers as a component of its marketing activities 
must take this FTC guidance into account. 
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If you use certain social  
media tools for promotional  

activities, you can find  
yourself sorting through  
a number of publishing  

liability concerns.
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PUBLISHER’S LIABILITY ISSUES
Let’s assume that your core business activity is 
the sale of lab equipment or providing consult-
ing services. While you might not consider such 
businesses as “publishing,” if you use certain social 
media tools for promotional activities, you can find 
yourself sorting through a number of publishing 
liability concerns. This is because the characteristics 
of forums, blogs, data feeds and other interactive 
online tools effectively make the business both  
a limited-purpose online publisher and Internet 
service provider to the extent of such involvement.  

A company engaged in online postings – for 
example, through a blog or via Twitter –  is always 
liable if such postings are wrongful, most notably, 
for defamation or infringement of third-party intel-
lectual property rights. Establishing guidelines for 
permissible online postings by a company’s own 
personnel, particularly when images, videos and 
other content created by others are used, will go a 
long way toward mitigating such concerns.  

Depending on the nature of the online forum 
provided by a company for third-party users, user-
generated content may also create defamation 

the ability to unsubscribe, the subject line  
must be accurate, and the sender’s physical  
address must be provided. The TCPA, which  
originally was enacted to prevent unsolicited  
telemarketing telephone calls and before  
the widespread use of text messages, has  
been extended under recent case law to 
apply to unsolicited text message “calls”  
where an automatic telephone dialing  
system is used.

ONLINE SWEEPSTAKES
Specific requirements must be met to prevent  
online social media-based contests and  
sweepstakes promotions from running afoul  
of numerous state laws restricting unlawful  
lotteries. In all cases, this requires the elimination 
of one of two elements – “chance” and payment  
of “consideration” – which, when both are present 
in a promotion, results in a prohibited lottery. 

In some states, additional legal requirements 
must be met, such as registration in Florida,  
New York and Rhode Island depending on the 
promotion details.

Brett 
Lockwood        
A partner in SGR’s  
Corporate Practice,  
Brett also chairs the 
Firm’s Technology  
Law Practice.
blockwood@sgrlaw.com
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and infringement concerns. Early in the develop-
ment of the Web, Internet service providers (ISPs) 
succeeded in having Congress adopt a liability 
safe harbor in Section 230 of the Communications 
Decency Act (CDA), which shields ISPs from liability 
for the transmission of user-generated content.  
Section 230 has been judicially extended to opera-
tors of Web and blog sites when the operators  
only act as a “passive” publisher or merely trans-
mit otherwise unlawful content (e.g., defamatory 
or infringing material) so long as the Web site 
operator was not responsible, in whole or in part, 
for creating that content.  

A further safe harbor under Section 512(c) of 
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) pro-
tects Web site operators from third-party postings 
that infringe the copyrights of others. Among oth-
er requirements, the site operator must not have 
received a direct financial benefit from the infring-
ing activity and the infringing content must be 
promptly removed after the operator becomes 
aware of an alleged infringement. Taken together, 
Section 230 of the CDA and Section 512(c) provide 
broad immunity to companies engaged in social 
media from unlawful user-generated content. 
However, because these safe harbors are subject 
to exceptions under certain facts, user-generated 
content must always be treated with great care.

THE TAKEAWAY
As with many innovative technologies within  
the business enterprise, social media use brings 
significant benefits, which are tempered, if not 
properly managed, by myriad liability pitfalls.  
In due course, the legal rules applicable to these 
applications will be better sorted out in a  
manner similar to that seen with the spread  
of other relatively new technologies. In the  
meantime, by implementing appropriate  
safeguards and policies and maintaining an 
awareness of compliance obligations, the  
usiness opportunities with social media use 
should far outweigh any challenges.  n

We are witnessing the most incredible paradigm shift ever in media and 

marketing, fueled by the biggest sociological transition in history. The 

power and ability to create and distribute content to large audiences is 

no longer the privilege of TV networks and publishing companies. Today, 

anybody with a computer and an Internet connection can broadcast their ideas to the world. 

Companies such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn have changed the way a whole genera-

tion manages their relationships, communicates, shares content and searches for informa-

tion. This content and community era is changing the way we live and it’s going to change 

the way you market to and communicate with your customers – forever. 

RULE 1: CREATE CONTENT  
OF VALUE TO YOUR AUDIENCE
Consumers are not interested in your company’s 
products or services. They are interested in their 
own problems, goals and lives. Tell the engaging 
stories that make your company unique in a  
way that adds value to your audience.

RULE 2: IT’S ABOUT THE  
CONTENT, NOT THE PLATFORM
Social media is about conversations. Those 
interactions can sometimes take place within a 
large group; other times, they are one-to-one 
discussions. Regardless of its size, the glue that 
binds a community together is content. Anytime 
somebody shares content with their network, 
they put their reputation on the line. Will your 
content enhance your reputation?

RULE 3: CONTRIBUTE  
TO THE COMMUNITY
Networks/communities are founded upon 
shared passions and goals, and they thrive  
on collaboration and selfless contribution.  
Authenticity and transparency are the rules  

of the game. To create genuine engagement 
with your audience, think of how you can con-
tribute to the community and add value to the 
conversations taking place within your network.

RULE 4: KEEP THINKING  
CREATIVELY 
A key component of social media marketing 
involves leveraging your consumers’ networks to 
distribute your message. But persuading people  
to cooperate requires strategic and creative think-
ing, a clear explanation of the value proposition 
and strong reasons for them to pay attention. 

RULE 5: REMEMBER THAT  
THE PEOPLE HAVE THE POWER
Today, consumers have the luxury of being able 
to interact with your company, brand or service 
on their own terms. In this era of consumer  
empowerment, the traditional advertising tactic 
of interrupting or talking “at” a customer no 
longer works. Developing relationships with  
customers now requires a deeper connection. 
This means your message has to be highly tar-
geted, resonate quickly and add incredible value.

THE 5 GOLDEN RULES OF  
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

BY NICK WRIGHT Creative Director, Fourth Element Media Agency

PARTING THOUGHT: ONCE YOU START, KEEP GOING!
As you embark on your journey into social media marketing, remember that once you take  
the first step, keep walking. Be sure to update regularly and stay in touch with your audience.



a sense of

Florian Stamm:  I initially set out to learn as 
much as possible about the client’s business.  
In most instances, the client’s product and 
manufacturing process will narrow the availability 
of sites. A manufacturer of high-voltage power 
transmission poles, for example, will require a large 
lay-down area and will not want to pay for a  
large site in an urban area such as Houston,  
preferring a rural site instead.  

With such bulky and heavy products, supply 
and distribution logistics also play a major role. A 
semiconductor manufacturer is unlikely to have the 
same logistical constraints and space requirements, 
and will more likely be focused on the qualifications 
and cost of labor.  For that company, Huntsville, Ala. 
or Alpharetta, Ga. may be an ideal location.

FS: Not so fast!  It is has been my experience that, for 
any given set of site criteria, there are likely to be sev-
eral dozen sites that fit the bill. Based on the client’s 
site criteria, I will approach state and local economic 
development organizations and ask them to identify 

When it comes to identifying, researching  

and selecting a site for your company’s  

manufacturing operations, SGR attorney  

Florian Stamm is the one to turn to for advice.

trust the leaders When clients ask for your  
assistance in selecting a manufacturing site, 
how do you proceed?

ttl  After you have identified the relevant site 
criteria, you hit the road?

When SGR partner Florian Stamm  
is not in Germany tending to  
clients from his native country,  

he is most likely crisscrossing the United States 
in search of that elusive place where all  
factors combine to make the ideal location  
for a company’s new manufacturing site.

Florian’s “sense of place” has become a  
valued commodity. During the past several 
years, he has helped dozens of American and 
European companies find a new home for 
their manufacturing operations. At any given 
time, he is working with as many as 15 clients. 

Florian took a brief pause from his travels  
to talk to Trust the Leaders about his practice.

place
florian stamm (right) 
meets with mississippi 
gov. haley barbour as 
part of the plant site 
selection for wilhelm 
schulz gmbh.

the finish line

Many states and communities are willing to  
provide prospective employers with tax credits,  
infrastructure grants and bond financing.  
Contrary to public opinion, such financing tools  
are not just available to mega projects.
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potential existing buildings and greenfield sites. 
A team composed of SGR attorneys, CPAs and con-

sultants then performs a first due diligence on the 
proposed sites to make sure they fit the requested 
criteria. Only when we have completed our initial 
due diligence do we propose sites to be visited.

FS: The entire process is very transparent – the 
client is always in the driver’s seat. I act more as 
a catalyst and facilitator, channeling the client’s 
decision-making process. Our clients know their 
businesses best and will generally have some  
idea of where they want to be. 

My role is to assist the client in developing a  
list of criteria and evaluating potential sites based 
on such criteria. In that process I bring to bear  
our significant local knowledge of the various 
proposed regions and communities.

FS: Absolutely! In the end, we usually mull over a 
half-dozen options that fit the site criteria in sig-
nificant part. In every project, the tie is broken in a 

ttl  When you have a selection of available 
sites to choose from, how do you make a  
recommendation to the client?

ttl  Is making the final decision the  
hardest part of the entire process?

different way. Sometimes, it is the proximity  
to major international airports, recreational areas 
or universities. Other times, the availability of 
investment incentives becomes the decisive factor.   
Many states and communities are willing to  
provide prospective employers with tax credits,   
infrastructure grants and bond financing.  
Contrary to public opinion, such financing tools 
are not just available to mega projects like the 
Volkswagen facility in Chattanooga, Tenn.

FS: We recently assisted Wilhelm Schulz GmbH  
of Germany in locating in Tunica – a small  
Mississippi town about 30 miles south of  
Memphis known for its riverboat casinos.  
Schulz manufactures premium stainless steel 
pipes for the oil, gas and nuclear industries. 

The company conducted a worldwide search  
for its new plant and, after considering more  
than 100 locations in the United States alone, 
decided to invest nearly $100 million in northern 
Mississippi. The plant will employ 500 people.  
The leading site criteria were non-union labor, 
energy costs and accessibility to Memphis,  
a major transportation hub.  n

ttl  What has been your most  
challenging project to date?
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